No.AMM/872/01/2017

Extension of the Consular Visitor’s Room at the premises of Embassy of India in Amman(Jordan)

1. The Embassy of India in Amman (Jordan) invites sealed bids from reputed companies for the extension of the existing Consular Visitor’s room at the Chancery premises. The proposed work is to extend the existing waiting area of the Consular Visitor by building a large hall (by approx. 60 sqmtrs or more as per available space-area) having sitting space capacity for 25-30 people and two separate rest-rooms (for Gents & Ladies). The scope of work include building of a large room/hall, cement & masonry work, electrical fitting work including accessories, plumbing work including installation of WC, wash-basis, exhaust etc., floor tiling work, painting and any other work related to the project. Companies are advised to propose a design keeping in view the layout of the area of the Consular Wing for final selection by the Embassy of India. Embassy of India would also be involved in selection of design, color, make / model /style of the paint, electrical fittings, WC, wash-basin, tiles etc.

2. The work must be completed within 30 days upon awarding and confirmation of order and should include complete cleaning of the area and removal of debris. Interested parties may forward their sealed quotations to the Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, Amman (Jordan) at No.13, Amr Bin Masadah St., Jabal Amman, Circle 1, Amman (Jordan) with superscription “Extension of the Consular Visitor’s Room” The companies may also send their profile, workmanship certificates, if available, along with bids. [For any queries, please contact tel No.+962-6-4622098 and 4657123: Fax No.+962-6-4611916; email: hoc.amman@mea.gov.in and admin.amman@mea.gov.in]

3. After examination of the bids by the committee of Embassy of India, the lowest bid Party will be informed accordingly. The Embassy of India reserves the right to accept / reject any bid(s) without assigning any reason(s). Interested parties are requested to forward their bids by 29.05.2017.
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